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            Abstract
The complexity of the human brain has made it difficult to study many brain disorders in model organisms, highlighting the need for an in vitro model of human brain development. Here we have developed a human pluripotent stem cell-derived three-dimensional organoid culture system, termed cerebral organoids, that develop various discrete, although interdependent, brain regions. These include a cerebral cortex containing progenitor populations that organize and produce mature cortical neuron subtypes. Furthermore, cerebral organoids are shown to recapitulate features of human cortical development, namely characteristic progenitor zone organization with abundant outer radial glial stem cells. Finally, we use RNA interference and patient-specific induced pluripotent stem cells to model microcephaly, a disorder that has been difficult to recapitulate in mice. We demonstrate premature neuronal differentiation in patient organoids, a defect that could help to explain the disease phenotype. Together, these data show that three-dimensional organoids can recapitulate development and disease even in this most complex human tissue.
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                    Figure 1: Description of cerebral organoid culture system.[image: ]


Figure 2: Human cerebral organoids recapitulate various brain region identities.[image: ]


Figure 3: Stereotypical organization and behaviour of progenitors.[image: ]


Figure 4: Organization and maturation of cerebral cortical neurons.[image: ]


Figure 5: Cerebral organoids produce oRGs with typical morphology and behaviour.[image: ]


Figure 6: Cerebral organoid modelling of microcephaly.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Generation of cerebral organoids from multiple human pluripotent stem cells.
a, Haematoxylin and eosin staining of cerebral organoids compared with stationary culture reveals overall larger tissues with substructure reminiscent of brain regions such as forebrain cortex (arrows) and choroid plexus (arrowhead). b, Higher magnification images of haematoxylin and eosin stained organoids revealing layering reminiscent of the cerebral cortical molecular layer (bar), as well as tissue reminiscent of meninges (arrowheads) and choroid plexus (arrows). c, TUNEL staining (green) revealing cell death in the interior regions (arrows) of the cerebral organoid with cortical regions developing along the exterior. DAPI marks nuclei (blue). d, Haematoxylin and eosin staining of organoids generated from human H9 ES cells as well as human iPS cells display similar size and complex morphology as well as the presence of advanced forebrain tissues, shown at higher magnification in the bottom panels. e, Staining for N-cadherin (green) and newborn neurons (DCX, red) in tissues generated from both human H9 ES cells and human iPS cells reveals similar organization and intact apical basal polarity in both types of tissues. Scale bars, 0.5â€‰mm (a), 100â€‰Î¼m (b, c, d bottom panels, e), and 0.5 mm (d top panels).


Extended Data Figure 2 Neural identity during differentiation of cerebral organoids.
a, RTâ€“PCR for the pluripotency markers OCT4 and NANOG as well as neural identity markers SOX1 and PAX6 in undifferentiated human ES cells and following differentiation at 9â€‰days, revealing induction of neural identity with decreased pluripotent identity at 9â€‰days of differentiation. b, Immunohistochemistry for the forebrain/midbrain marker OTX1/2 (green) and the hindbrain marker GBX2 (red) at 16 days of differentiation, revealing primarily fore/midbrain identity with adjacent regions of hindbrain reminiscent of the midâ€“hindbrain boundary (arrows). DAPI marks nuclei (blue). c, Staining for the cortical lobe markers LMO4 (frontal and occipital marker, green) and TSHZ2 (occipital marker, red). Note the expected nuclear staining (arrows and arrowheads) for both in one region (top panels) suggesting occipital identity, whereas only LMO4 staining (arrowheads) is clearly evident in another region (bottom panels), suggesting frontal identity. DAPI marks nuclei (blue). d, Staining for the ventral marker NKX2-1 (red) and the cortical interneuron marker calretinin (green) on an organoid containing both ventral (arrowheads) and dorsal (top left) regions within one section. Images on the right are higher magnification stitched images of the region outlined in the lower magnification image at left. Calretinin interneurons can be seen between the two regions with typical morphology of migration and redirection towards the dorsal cortex (arrows). Scale bars, 100â€‰Î¼m.


Extended Data Figure 3 RG organization and morphology.
a, Staining for the chromatin remodelling BAF components BAF53A (also known as ACTL6A) (green, top panels) and BAF53B (also known as ACTL6B) (green, bottom panels) in serial sections of the same tissue showing the neural-progenitor-specific BAF53A expressed in VZ RGs, whereas the neuron-specific BAF53B is expressed in DCX+ (red) neurons outside the VZ. b, Higher magnification image of p-vimentin staining (green) of a dividing radial glia revealing the long basal process typical of radial glial morphology. c, Schematic of electroporation technique. Plasmid DNA was injected into fluid-filled cavities within the organoid and an electric pulse was applied to electroporate cells (radial glial progenitors) adjacent to the cavity. This resulted in several regions of electroporation (top right, GFP in green) and high efficiency of electroporation of RGs (bottom, GFP in green). d, GFP-electroporated progenitors (arrows) in an early stage tissue (18â€‰days) revealing neuroepithelial morphology. e, GFP-electroporated tissue at 30â€‰days, revealing RG (arrows) with typical bipolar morphology (arrowheads). f, GFP-electroporated tissue at 36â€‰days revealing more advanced thicker cortical region with RG (arrow) exhibiting long apical and basal processes (arrowheads). g, p-Vimentin (green) staining revealing a mitotic cell at the apical surface during anaphase (arrow) with a horizontal orientation of division.


Extended Data Figure 4 Spatial organization and characteristics of cortical neuron identities.
a, Staining for the preplate marker TBR1 (green) and the deep-layer marker CTIP2 (red) at dayâ€‰30, revealing rudimentary spatial separation reminiscent of the early stages of cortical plate development. b, Immunohistochemistry for the early-born neuron marker CTIP2 (green) and later-born neuron marker BRN2 (red) reveals independent neuron populations exhibiting rudimentary separation at 30 days of differentiation. c, GFP (green)-electroporated neuronal axon 5â€‰days after electroporation displaying complex morphology and axon branching (arrowheads). d, GFP (green)-electroporated cortical neurons (arrows) 5â€‰days after electroporation extend long-range axons with evidence of axon bundling (arrowheads) similar to that seen in pyramidal tracts. e, Single-cell tracings of calcium surges in individual neurons (ROI, outlined in left panel) as measured by change in fluorescence (arbitrary units).


Extended Data Figure 5 Human features of cortical development are not recapitulated in mouse organoids.
a, Low-magnification image of the region shown in Fig. 5a revealing the presence of a separated region of oRGs (demarcated by arrowheads) that appear separate from the VZ in all regions (brackets) but more separated and with a layer of TUJ1+ fibres in between in thicker parts of the cortical tissue (larger bracket). The entire organoid can be seen in Fig. 1c. b, Low-magnification image of a cerebral organoid derived from mouse ES cells stained for neurons (Tuj1, green) and neural progenitors (Sox2, red) revealing overall smaller organoid size as well as smaller cortical regions (arrows) than in humans. c, Higher magnification of a region of cortical identity in mouse cerebral organoids stained for RG progenitors (Sox2, red) revealing the presence of only a few oRGs (arrowheads) that do not organize into a separate layer such as that seen in humans.


Extended Data Figure 6 Patient growth parameters.
a, All growth parameters were significantly reduced both at birth and postnatally, with all z-scores less than âˆ’2 s.d. from the population mean for age and sex (dashed line). Weight (wgt), height (hgt) and head circumference (occipitofrontal circumference, ofc) at birth and at current age of 3.5 years of age. Head circumference was much more severely affected than height and weight, indicating that brain volume was disproportionately reduced as a result of more severe growth restriction. b, CDK5RAP2 (red) is absent from the centrosome in patient fibroblasts. Immunofluorescent microscopy images of patient (A3842) and control cells, also stained with the centriolar marker CPAP (green).


Extended Data Figure 7 Characterization of patient-derived iPS cells and cerebral organoids.
a, iPS cells derived from A3842 patient skin fibroblasts exhibit typical ES-cell-like morphology. Four lines were chosen for analysis on the basis of this typical morphology and pluripotency. b, Alkaline phosphatase staining (blue) of patient-derived iPS cell colonies revealing pluripotency. c, Representative early organoid culture of patient (line 1M) and control using the protocol and timing established for normal human ES cells. Patient organoids were much smaller and failed to thrive, therefore the protocol was slightly modified with increased starting cell number to produce neural tissues. d, Patient-derived tissues using increased starting cell number displayed neuroepithelium but did not form thick fluid-filled cortical tissues compared with control-derived tissues. Patient-derived tissues also display outgrowth with neural morphology compared with control. e, Staining of patient and control organoids at an early stage (dayâ€‰22) for neurons (TUJ1, green) and RG (SOX2, red) revealed smaller progenitor zones (arrowheads) and increased neurons in patient-derived tissues (lines 1M and 14B are shown here). f, Quantification of the percentage of SOX2+ progenitors and TUJ1+ neurons in cerebral cortical regions of control and two lines of patient-derived tissues (1M and 14B) at the early stage of dayâ€‰22. Error bars are Â±â€‰s.e.m. ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001 compared with control, Studentâ€™s t-test. n = 4 tissues for each line. g, Bright-field image of patient-derived tissues (line 14B) electroporated with either GFP alone (left panel) or a GFP and CDK5RAP2 expression construct (right panel). Note the presence of larger neuroepithelial tissue (arrows) in CDK5RAP2-electroporated tissue compared with control. h, GFP staining (green) in GFP control (left) and CDK5RAP2 co-electroporated patient-derived tissues (14B) revealing the presence of multiple GFP+ neurons (arrowheads) in control 6â€‰days after electroporation, whereas CDK5RAP2-electroporated tissues display multiple GFP+ RG (arrows).


Extended Data Figure 8 shRNA-mediated knockdown of CDK5RAP2 in human organoids.
a, Western blot for endogenous CDK5RAP2 in 293T cells transfected with four different shRNAs against CDK5RAP2. shRNAs 1 and 2 are most efficient, whereas shRNA 4 leads to a modest reduction in protein. Î±-Tubulin is shown as a loading control. b, Higher magnification of results in Fig. 6i showing neuronal morphology of CDK5RAP2 shRNA (GFP, green, arrowheads)-electroporated cells. These exhibit increased DCX (blue) expression with an expansion of the zone of DCX positivity (bars) and a loss of SOX2 (red) compared with scrambled electroporated or adjacent non-electroporated tissue (arrows). c, Quantification of the percentage of GFP+ electroporated cells exhibiting SOX2+ progenitor identity or DCX+ neuronal identity in scrambled control- or shRNA-co-electroporated tissues. ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001 compared to control, Studentâ€™s t-test, n = 4 tissues for each shRNA. Error bars are Â±â€‰s.e.m.
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Interkinetic nuclear migration in cerebral organoids
Live imaging of GFP electroporated organoid revealing movement of nuclei along apical and basal processes of RG. Arrow marks one RG in particular with clear IKNM. Time shown in hrs:min. (MOV 1777 kb)


Calcium surges in neurons of cerebral organoids 
Live imaging of Fluo-4 signal in a human cerebral organoid revealing spontaneous calcium surges in individual neurons (arrows). Time shown in min:sec. (MOV 4247 kb)
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False colour heat map of a zoomed in region of Supplemental Video 2 showing spontaneous calcium surges. Time shown in min:sec. (MOV 5755 kb)
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